
Our chef has a special place in his heart for the cuisine of Mexico. Flavorful but not 

overpowering, authentic Mexican food offers an opportunity to open your students’ 

hearts and stomachs to something new! 

Celebrate Cinco de Mayo!

MAY 2017

NEW! Mama’s Tamales (red chile chicken and 
mild green chile & cheese)

NEW Mama’s Tamales!

handmade with love. our new tamales are 

stuffed with two different traditional fillings, 

then individually handwrapped in a corn husk 

and steamed. 

NEW Enchilada Plates

introducing a better, more authentic taste to 

our traditional chicken and cheese enchilada 

plates. mild tomato meets red chiles for a 

rich and flavorful sauce layered on top.

What’s Inside?

New Meals! 

our tamales, unwrapped!  plus more details on all our new Mexican offerings (page 2-3).

New Names 

we’ve updated more of our names for increased kid delight and improved accuracy (page 4).

Just in time for Cinco de Mayo, 

we’re rolling out new and 

improved meals that bring the 

home-cooked flavors of Mexico 

to your cafeteria. Visit your 

menus for exact meal dates



Celebrate Cinco de Mayo!

Contrary to popular belief, Cinco de Mayo is not the official date of Mexico’s independence – that 

came a few years later! Rather, it commemorates an important victory for the Mexican army over 

French troops during the French occupation. Today, Cinco de Mayo is observed in the United 

States as a celebration of Mexican-American culture. 

*please visit your menus for exact dates of service. menus differ by state, so not all menu items may be available in your 

region, please reach out to your local customer service team member for details

MAMA’S TAMALES!

available in red chile chicken or mild 

green chile & cheese (v)

Our new tamales are prepared traditionally, 

individually hand wrapped in a corn husk and then 

steamed. Both flavors are served with seasoned 

brown rice and black beans. 

Tamales Anyone?

In Mexico, tamales are 

traditionally served to 

celebrate holidays or special 

occasions. Their lengthy and 

complex preparation dates 

back to as early as 5000 BC. 

Starting with a corn-based 

dough called masa, they are 

stuffed with a meat or cheese 

filling, then wrapped in a corn 

husk and steamed.

see next page for a flyer to 

display in your cafeteria!

TRADITIONAL ENCHILADAS

available in chicken and cheese (v)

Our new enchilada plates feature a whole grain 

corn tortilla, filled  with chile-spiced pulled chicken 

or cheese, rolled, and topped with mild ranchero 

sauce. Both are served with seasoned brown rice 

and black beans

bring the flavors of Mexico to your cafeteria all month with four new items!

don’t forget to order hot sauce for students who might want some additional heat!



NEW!

Mama’s Tamales 
(Red Chile Chicken and Mild Green Chile & Cheese)

did you know?

In Mexican culture, tamales are traditionally eaten on holidays or in honor of 

special events. Their lengthy and complex preparation dates back to as early 

as 5000 BC!

a corn based dough stuffed with mildly spiced, pulled chicken or melted 
mozzarella cheese with mild green chile, individually wrapped by hand in a corn 
husk, and steamed. Served with seasoned brown rice and black beans.

red chile chicken tamale contains no allergens. mild green chile & cheese tamale contains dairy 



Updated for May! Plus New Names

Improved! Breakfast for Lunch: 

Pancakes with Cheesy Omelet

this may, students will start to receive not one, but 

two mini omelets with their pancakes at lunch. 

Improved! Classic Cheese Omelet 

(Hot Breakfast)

high school students (grades 9-12) can expect to 

receive two mini omelets for breakfast. all other 

meal sizes will continue to receive one mini omelet.

while the meals themselves are not changing, we’re introducing some new names for improved 

accuracy and kid delight. see below for a list of changes you can expect to see for May menus

Same Taste, New Names

o Sunny Sandwich Kit – formerly Build Your Own Sunbutter

and Jelly Sandwich (lunch)

o Sweet n Smoky Chicken Sausage Rice Bowl –formerly 

Smoky Sausage Rice Bowl (lunch)

o Egg in a Nest – formerly Hard Boiled Egg and Dinner Roll 

(breakfast)

o Rise and Shine Breakfast Burrito – formerly Egg and cheese 

Breakfast Burrito (breakfast)

o Buttermilk Pancakes – formerly Pancakes with Syrup 

(breakfast)

our chefs are always cooking up new items and improving existing ones for your students’ 

enjoyment. this month, we’re rolling out some new improvements to our mini omelet.

introducing the Snacker Pack!  for grab and go 

supper: a kit so chock full of snacks it makes a 

meal. all kits include fruit and vegetable* 

o example: Snacker Pack! Ranch Rumbles with Sunflower 

Seeds, String Cheese & Baby Carrots

o example: Turkey Slider Snacker Pack with Baby Carrots & 

Sunflower Seeds

o Cheesy Bagel Sandwich – formerly Whole Wheat Bagel with 

Cheddar Cheese (breakfast)

o Cinnamon Duo: Skeeter Grahams and Rumbles – formerly 

Cinnamon Skeeter Grahams and Cinnamon Rumbles 

(breakfast)

o Smart and Savory Breakfast – formerly Rev Foods Whole 

Grain Crackers and String Cheese (breakfast)

o Jumpstart Breakfast: formerly  Mini Whole Grain 

Dipperdoodle Bar and String Cheese (breakfast)

o Breakfast Booster – formerly Mini Whole Grain 

Dipperdoodle Bar and Hard Boiled Egg (breakfast)

supper (grab and go / cold)

lunch and breakfast

o Honey Wheat Crackers – formerly Rev Foods Whole Grain 

Crackers (snack, supper, breakfast, lunch)

introducing the Supper Power Kit!  for cold 

supper, a basket of snacks to supercharge your 

students all the afternoon long. all kits include a 

double portion of grains, vegetables and fruit, 

o example: Supper Power Kit! Ranch Rumbles & String 

Cheese

other

o Sunny Sandwich Chef Kit – formerly Build Your own 

Sunbutter and Jelly Sandwich (supper)


